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Abstract
The implementation of piezoelectric sensors is degraded due to surface defects, delamination,
and extreme weathering conditions, to mention a few. Hence, the sensor needs to be diagnosed
before the efficacious implementation in the structural health monitoring (SHM) framework. To
rescue the problem, a novel experimental method based on Coulomb coupling is utilised to
visualise the evolution of elastic waves and interaction with the surface anomaly in the lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) substrate. Recently, machine learning (ML) has been expeditiously
becoming an essential technology for scientific computing, with several possibilities to advance
the field of SHM. This study employs a deep learning-based autoencoder neural network in
conjunction with image registration and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to diagnose the
surface anomaly in the PZT substrate. The autoencoder extracts the significant damage-sensitive
features from the complex waveform big data. Further, it provides a nonlinear input–output
model that is well suited for the non-linear interaction of the wave with the surface anomaly and
boundary of the substrate. The measured time-series waveform data is provided as input into the
autoencoder network. The mean absolute error (MAE) between the input and output of the deep
learning model is evaluated to detect the anomaly. The MAEs are sensitive to the anomaly that
lies in the PZT substrate. Further, the challenge arising from offset and distortion is addressed
with ad hoc image registration technique. Finally, the localisation and quantification of the
anomaly are performed by computing PSNR values. This work proposes an advanced, efficient
damage detection algorithm in the scenario of big data that is ubiquitous in SHM.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Recently, lead zirconate titanate (PbZrxTi1−xO3) is commonly
recognised as PZT and has developed as an excellent choice
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to generate ultrasonic waves for various engineering and sci-
entific applications. The remarkable features of PZT are less
energy consumption, negligible mass, economical, ease of
use in the field application, wideband frequency response
and physical robustness, to mention a few. The PZT sub-
strates play a critical role in various military and engineer-
ing applications. For instance, these materials are employed
in telecommunication, optoelectronics, actuators, biomedical
equipment, energy harvesting devices and structural health
monitoring (SHM) [1–5]. SHM has emerged on diagnosis,
etiognosis and prognosis to reduce the life cycle costs of civil
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and mechanical structures [6, 7]. In the SHM, PZT transducers
are often employed in active and passive modes for damage
detection of the structure and further localising the damage at
the microscale [8]. However, the reliability and precision of
assessing such structures substantially depend on the quality
of the PZT sensors. Under the rigorous functional environ-
ment, the sensor’s health may decline due to fatigue, expos-
ure to humidity, extreme temperature fluctuation, and corro-
sion, to mention a few. These harsh conditions are likely to
be developed micro-defects within the sensor. Therefore, it is
imperative to identify and localise the anomaly of PZT sensors
arising from surface defect, corrosion and delamination in
order to avoid the SHM false alarm and shutting down the
monitoring process [9–11]. Coming to the rescue, the current
research presents a novel framework based on a deep autoen-
coder neural network (NN) to identify the anomaly in the PZT
sensor.

Over the years, several non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
and SHMmethods have evolved and been implemented for the
detection of failure in important structures [12, 13]. Various
non-destructive methodologies, including nano-indentation,
Raman spectroscopy, and neutron diffraction, are utilised to
characterise the PZT films [13, 14]. However, these techniques
give localised information on the mechanical properties of the
materials. Further, active sensing based on lamb and surface
acoustic waves enhances damage detection and material char-
acterisation. These methods are sensitive to the damage but
less captivating in subsurface aberration [15–18].

In recent years, our group has optimised the point con-
tact excitation and detection method to visualise the evolu-
tion of ultrasonic waves in piezoelectric materials [19–22].
This novel experimental technique is manifested to excite and
detect bulk and guided waves, the metamorphosis of lamb and
surface waves by exciting phonon vibration in piezoelectric
substrates [19–23]. The governing principle of the excitation
of phonon vibration is the transformation of the electric field
into mechanical energy in the piezoelectric material [24]. The
comprehensive working principle and advantages over differ-
ent NDE techniques are found in the literature and omitted
herein [20, 23].

A probe made of a gold or steel sphere acts as a Coulomb
electrode to excite and detect ultrasonic waves. The influence
of probe radius on ultrasonic wave propagation is illustrated
by Habib et al [25]. This work augments the point contact
method to visualise the interaction of the spatial–temporal
evolution of waves with the surface anomaly in the sintered
piezoelectric substrate. The wave suffers from multiple reflec-
tions and interferences with the backward propagating wave
when the forward propagating wave encounters the surface
defect and boundaries of the material. These interactions with
edges and defects often lead to a mode conversion resulting
in spatial and temporal dispersion. In such a scenario, loc-
alising and quantifying the defect from the wave visualisa-
tion is challenging. Thus, it is crucial to extract the damage-
sensitive features from the big data collected by performing the
experiment.

The temporal signal received by the ultrasonic wave excit-
ation is often considered in the SHM framework for condition
monitoring [19, 23]. The diagnosis of a structural system using
ultrasonic-based methods can be reformed as a pattern recog-
nition problem that constitutes three essential steps: (a) feature
extraction, (b) feature selection, and (c) damage classification.
Recently, the artificial NN (ANN) and support vector machine
(SVM) are the widely used pattern recognition algorithm for
the diagnosis of structural and mechanical systems [26–28].
However, these methods have three inherent shortcomings. To
begin with, the received signals are often non-linear and non-
stationary, and the significant damage-sensitive features are
overwhelmed by the background noise [29]. Hence, advanced
signal processing techniques need to be adopted for effect-
ive feature extraction. In addition, hand-designed features are
selected based on the specific fault diagnosis scenario; how-
ever, the features are generally not portable for a new scenario
[30]. Finally, perhaps most importantly, these are shallow
architectures with no more than one non-linear transformation
[31]. Several studies have illustrated that shallow architectures
perform inadequately in representation and learning complex
non-linear relationship that is ubiquitous for the current dam-
age diagnosis scenario [32, 33]. Thus, it is imperative to create
a deep framework for anomaly identification.

NNs, which construct the underlying architecture of deep
learning, are widely employed across the various science and
engineering domains [34–37]. The first NN architecture was
named Neocognitron, which shares many characteristic fea-
tures with modern deep NNs containing multi-layer structure,
max pooling, convolution, and non-linear dynamical nodes, to
mention a few [38]. Notably, the universal approximation the-
orem promises that a NN comprised of enough hidden units
and linear output is competent in depicting any arbitrary func-
tion or dataset, including our complex waveform data [39–41].
Indeed, deep learning succeeds in transformative development
in several data-driven classification and regression tasks [42,
43]. An advantage of deep learning is that it can represent a
complex function by extracting the features of the data hier-
archically. Thus, deep learning can correctly approximate a
function without manually choosing features or informing the
user-defined basis [43].

Deep learning has gained lots of traction across scientific
computing and offers several possibilities to advance the
domain of SHM. The methods based on deep learning frame-
work are extensively employed to diagnose the civil andmech-
anical structures and have shown promising results [44–47].
The ANN and other deep-learning frameworks are used to
detect anomalies in composite structures by utilising vibration
and frequency-based approaches [48, 49]. Several research-
ers have utilised guided waves in conjunction with the deep-
learning architecture to detect damage in composite structures
[50–52]. Further, Melville et al utilised classical machine
learning (ML) methods, SVM and deep-learning algorithms
for detecting anomaly in the full wavefield images [53]. The
wavefield images are collected by employing the piezoelectric
actuators and laser Doppler vibrometer. It is reported that the
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Figure 1. The overview of the proposed damage detection algorithm.

deep learning methods achieve better performance in damage
detection as compared to the SVM-based methods.

This work presents a novel damage detection framework
based on a deep autoencoder NN, image registration [54] and
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [55]. The proposed method
is applied for the diagnosis of PZT substrate using propaga-
tion of the ultrasonic wave. The results show that the proposed
method is robust, reliable and effective for the SHM frame-
work. The advantages of the building block used in the pro-
posed frameworks are as follows:

• In order to avoid conventional signal processing techniques
and diagnose experience, a damage detection framework is
proposed primarily based on the deep autoencoder feature
learning method to learn the necessary damage-sensitive
features from the experimental measurement automatically.

• In order to nullify the error due to the offset presented in
the experimental data and to enhance the performance, the
image registration technique is employed.

• In order to localisation and quantify the damage, the PSNR
metric is adopted.

The overview of the proposed framework is illustrated in
figure 1. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In
section 2, we first provide an overview of the experimental
setup and discuss the data acquisition process by perform-
ing an experiment. Section 3 presents the mathematical back-
ground of a deep autoencoder network. The image registration
process and PSNR technique are discussed in sections 4 and 5,
respectively. In section 6, the results are provided to illustrate
the efficacy of the proposed framework. The paper ends with
some conclusions in section 7.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for point contact excitation and detection method.

2. Experimental setup

A comprehensive report of the experimental setup, excita-
tion and detection principles, and probe fabrication is out-
lined in the literature by our group [19–22]. This state-of-
the-art experimental technique based on Coulomb coupling is
developed for the excitation and detection of ultrasonic waves
in a piezoceramic [56]. The electric field gradient and piezo-
electric properties gradient control the transformation of elec-
tromagnetic energy to acoustic energy via Coulomb coupling
in a piezoelectric material. A Coulomb coupling technique is
based on generating the electric field that induces stress waves
by electro-mechanical excitation [57]. The experimental tech-
nique is tuned for effective electric field coupling with elastic
modulus and permittivity of piezoceramics. Figure 2 illustrates
the experimental setup for point contact excitation and detec-
tion in PZT ceramic samples.

An arbitrary function generator (Agilent 81150A) gener-
ated the excitation Dirac delta pulse of 70 ns time width. The
generated signal was delivered to a radio-frequency amplifier
(Electronics and Innovation: 403LA, NewYork, USA) for sig-
nal amplification. These amplified signals were then routed to
the excitation steel probe. The steel spheremade gentle contact
with the surface of the PZT sample. The excited signal induced
acoustic waves in the specimen. On the opposite surface of the
PZT, a similar steel probe was employed for the acquisition of
the acoustic waves. The acquired waves were then amplified
by a trans-impedance amplifier (DHPCA-100). This type of
amplifier can transform current into voltage with an adjustable
amplification factor. Lastly, the amplified signal was acquired

by an oscilloscope (Agilent 3024A) capable of digitising up
to 12 bits. The sampling interval of data collection was 25 ns.
The oscilloscope conducts averaging of 256 pulse shootings
and digitises the signal, which is then stored in a personal com-
puter (PC) via a USB port. The PC was also employed to con-
trol the mechanical scanner in the XY plane. The scanning area
was 10 mm× 10 mm, with the step size being 50 µm in both
directions.

The goal of performing the experiment is to visualise the
spatial–temporal evolution of ultrasonic waves in the PZT
sample to identify the anomaly. Towards that, a healthy speci-
men of PZT is placed in the setup, and the Coulomb scanning
is performed. After the scanning, controlled surface damage
is introduced by a diamond drill. The dimension of the dam-
age is about 1.2 mm× 1.3 mm and depth of 1.5 mm. Figure 3
demonstrates the image of the surface anomaly. The interac-
tion of the wave with the anomaly is visualised by scanning
the damaged specimen again.

Closing this section, it is worth mentioning that the limit
of the point contact excitation and detection method primar-
ily depends upon few parameters, that is, the diameter of
the probe, time gating of the excitation pulse, to mention
a few. The obtainable resolution of the Coulomb excitation
method as mentioned in the study carried by Habib et al
is λ/2, where λ is the acoustic wavelength [25]. Further, it
is mentioned that to obtain a resolution equivalent to Abbe
limit, the approximate diameter of the probe is given as
D= λ/0.24. In the current setting, the resolution equival-
ent to the diffraction limit is computed approximately as
308 µm.
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Figure 3. Image of the surface anomaly in PZT substrate having a dimension of 1.2 mm× 1.3 mm and 1.5 mm in depth.

3. Mathematical background of deep autoencoder

To discuss the mathematical background of deep autoencoder,
let us first discuss the construction spatiotemporal data matrix,
D. The time domain signals are recorded by employing point
contact excitation and detection method by placing the sender
probe at p points along the x-direction and q points along y-
directions, which is the total (p× q) number of spatial points
on the substrate. By stacking all the (p× q) number of signals,
the data matrix D is constructed given in equation (1)

D = {S1,S2,S3, . . . ,Sm}(p×q×m). (1)

One can create a two-dimensional (2D) matrix by collect-
ing the measurement at the ith index (1⩽ i ⩽ m) of the time
domain signal. This matrix represents the 2D snapshots of the
wavefield denoted by Si in equation (1).D represents the col-
lection of the 2D snapshot of wavefield images. The dimen-
sion of each snapshot is p× q, where p,q represent the num-
ber of pixels along x- and y-directions, respectively. There
exist m such snapshots along the time axis. It is possible to
vectorise each snapshot matrix, Si to a higher dimensional,
for instance, n-dimensional (n= p× q⩾ 1) column vector, xi.
Each column of the matrixX represents the vectorised form of
each snapshot as given in equation (2)

X= {x1,x2, . . . ,xm}n×m. (2)

A deep autoencoder NN is an amenable and expedi-
ent framework for exploiting low-dimensional meaningful
features from high-dimensional data. The autoencoder gen-
eralises the linear subspace embedding of singular value
decomposition or principal component analysis to a nonlin-
ear manifold embedding, often of a lower dimension [58, 59].
Specifically, for the given training data X= {x1,x2, . . . ,xm}
(for each sample xi, xi = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]

T), the encoder maps
the original high-dimensional input vector xi ∈ Rn to a low-
dimensional latent representation Z= {z1,z2, . . . ,zm} (for
each zi ∈ Rr, zi = [z1,z2, . . . ,zr]

T). Then the latent representa-
tion Z is transformed back to the high dimensional space X̄={
X̄1, X̄2, . . . , X̄m

}
(for each X̄i ∈ Rn, X̄i = [x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄n]

T) by

the decoder, which is technically the output of the network.
The objective of the autoencoder is to map the output back to
itself, i.e. ∥x̄− x∥2 ≈ 0. Usually, r≪ n for autoencoding and
mathematically, the encoding is represented as

Z= ϕ (X) , (3)

where Z is the latent space data and X is the training high-
dimensional input data. Decoding is represented as

X̄= ψ (Z) , (4)

where the NN parameters are tuned so that the output X̄ is as
accurate as possible to the input X,

argmin
θ

∥∥X− X̄
∥∥2
2
= argmin

θ
∥X− fθ (X)∥22 , (5)

where θ are the learnable parameters of the autoencoder net-
work fθ (x) = ψ (ϕ (x)).

From a mathematical point of view, the autoencoder allows
a mapping, as shown in figure 4, so that

ϕ : X →Z,
ψ : Z →X ,

(6)

where the input x ∈ X ⊆ Rn and output z ∈ Z ⊆ Rr are
defined in high- and low-dimensional spaces, respectively.
The final NN optimisation is composed around the loss func-
tion as represented in equation (7)

argmin
ϕ,ψ

∥X− (ψ ◦ϕ)X∥ . (7)

4. Image registration

Image registration is the process of aligning two or more
images of the same scene or object from several perspect-
ives or sensors [54, 60]. Generally, the sensed images are
geometrically aligned with respect to the reference image. The
objective of the image registration is to bring the images into a
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Figure 4. Illustration of an autoencoder network architecture.

Figure 5. Illustration of the steps involved in the image registration process.

common reference frame so that they can be easily compared
and fused. This method is widely employed in medical ima-
ging, satellite imagery and computer vision.

There are several techniques that can be utilised to per-
form image registration, including feature-based methods,
intensity-based methods, and phase-based methods. Feature-
based methods comprise detecting and matching correspond-
ing features in the images, such as points, edges or corners.
Intensity-based methods involve comparing the intensity
values of corresponding pixels in the images. Phased-based
methods, also known as phase correlation, utilise the phase

information in the image to align them. The choice of the
method for image registration depends on the type of image,
the amount of noise in the image and the desired accuracy in
the registration. A schematic illustration showing the image
registration process is presented in figure 5.

Finding the similarity is a crucial building block of the
proposed damage detection algorithm. The mean absolute
error (MAE) in the reconstruction from healthy data using
deep autoencoder is considered a reference image, and from
damaged data is considered a sensed image. After registering
these images, they are compared based on the content. Here
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Figure 6. Sequential snapshots of the spatial and temporal evolution of the ultrasonic waves at an interval of 125 ns in a 3 mm thick sintered
PZT (healthy state). The dimension of each frame is 10 mm × 10 mm.

in this work, PSNR is employed for the comparison of the
images. In the following section, PSNR is briefly discussed.

5. PSNR

PSNR is a measure of the quality of reconstructed or com-
pressed data. It is widely used to measure the image qual-
ity of image compression and image restoration system. The
PSNR is usually defined via the mean squared error (MSE).
It is typically expressed in decibels (dB). Given a reference
image I1 (m,n) and the sensed image I2 (m,n) of size M×N,
the MSE and thus PSNR (in dB) is defined as

MSE=
1
MN

∑
M,N

[I1 (m,n)− I2 (m,n)]
2
, (8)

PSNR= 10log10

(
Maxi2

MSE

)
. (9)

Here, Maxi is the maximum possible pixel value of the
image. The higher the PSNR, the better the similarity between
the sensed and reference images since a higher PSNR indic-
ates a lowerMSE and, thus, less distortion. Note that, PSNR=
∞, if I1 (m,n) = I2 (m,n) (since MSE= 0) indicates self-
identification and PSNR<∞ for all I1 (m,n) and I2 (m,n).

6. Results and discussion

This section presents the results by implementing the pro-
posed novel and robust anomaly detection algorithm. Figure 6
presents the visualisation 2D acoustic wave propagation in the
PZT ceramic. The time interval of the snapshots shown in

7
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Figure 7. Sequential snapshots of the spatial and temporal evolution of the ultrasonic waves at an interval of 125 ns in a 3 mm thick sintered
PZT (damaged state). The dimension of each frame is 10 mm × 10 mm.

figure 6 is 190 ns. The size of the spatiotemporal data matrix
is 200× 200× 365. The spatial dimension of each snapshot is
200 pixels× 200 pixels, corresponding to the 10mm× 10mm
in physical space. The total number of 365 such time-varying
snapshots are collected by performing an experiment corres-
ponding to the total acquisition time of 1µs. The maximum
intensity is observed at the centre of the snapshots H1 and H2
in figure 6 attributed to the strong coupling of the electric field.
The circular wave fringe propagating in the outward radial dir-
ection is due to the isotropic property of the PZT ceramic.

A controlled surface defect is introduced after completing
the Coulomb scanning of the healthy specimen. The damaged
specimen is reoriented to minimise the scanning offset with
respect to the healthy state, as the scanning is done at different

time instances. The sequential snapshots of the spatial and
temporal wave propagation in the defected PZT are presented
in figure 7. The surface defect acts as a reflector and hinders
the propagation of the elastic waves. The forward propagating
wave reflects when it encounters the defect boundary and the
edges of the specimen. From the snapshots D4–D9 of figure 7
the wave undergoes multiple interferences among the forward-
propagating and reflected back-propagating waves.

The precise detection and quantification of anomalies from
the sequential wavefield snapshots are challenging, and the
multiple interferences among the forward and reflected waves
further compound the challenge. Coming to the rescue, a
novel algorithm based on a deep autoencoder is manifested
to identify the anomaly in the PZT crystal. The main thrust

8
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the proposed damage detection framework based on deep autoencoder for identifying anomalies in the
PZT material.

of this work is to develop a deep learning-based algorithm
to detect and localise the damage. The deep autoencoder is
ideally suited to extract damage-sensitive features from the
complex waveform data. The proposed novel damage detec-
tion algorithm has two phases, i.e. (a) damage-sensitive fea-
tures extraction by employing deep autoencoder, (b) damage
localisation by measuring PSNR between the damaged fea-
tures in the form of images of the healthy and damaged state.

Here, we propose to employ a deep autoencoder to detect
anomalous regions in a collection of time series wavefield data.
An autoencoder is a type ofNN trained to reconstruct the input.
This can be achieved by encoding and decoding steps. The
encoder transforms the input into a lower dimensional space
and reconstruction the input from the lower dimensional space
by the decoder. One must note that training an autoencoder
does not require labelled data.

The autoencoder itself does not identify anomalies. The
basic idea here is training an autoencoder using only a healthy
dataset to yield a deep learning model that can reconstruct its
input data by using features learned from the trained data only.
To detect anomaly in the observed data using an autoencoder,
the observed measurement is provided as an input into the
trained network, and the error between the input and the recon-
structedmeasurement is evaluated. A significant error between
the input and reconstructed measurement indicates that the
input measurement consists of features unrepresentative of
the data used to train the network; thus, the input measure-
ment is anomalous. By evaluating the region-wise error among
the input measurement and reconstructed measurement, one
can identify the localised region of defect. The proposed net-
work architecture is illustrated in figure 8. Out of the avail-
able healthy time series data in 40 000 (=200× 200) spatial

9
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Figure 9. The plot of the performance summary of the optimisation algorithm (red line) during the training and the performance summary
of the autoencoder in validation (dashed blue line) during the training process.

locations, the 2500 time series data are selected by uniform
sampling to train the autoencoder. The data are partitioned
into training and validation partitions. The autoencoder net-
work is trained 90% of the data, and 10% is kept aside for
validation.

The encoder of the autoencoder network considered in this
work recursively down-samples the temporal dimension of the
data by a factor of two. Then, the decoder up-samples the data
by a factor of two the same number of times. Before providing
the data into the network, the time series data is truncated to
have a length of the nearest multiple of 2j, where j is the num-
ber of down-sampling operations to ensure the network can
reconstruct the data unmistakably. In this study, j = 2 is con-
sidered, i.e. the autoencoder network down-samples the data
twice.

The input data are normalised using Z-score normalisa-
tion to have a better performance in the training process. The
encoder network is designed by repeating blocks of 1D convo-
lution, rectified linear unit (ReLU) and dropout layers to down-
sample the data. Whereas the decoder is designed by the same
number of blocks of 1D transposed convolution, ReLU and
dropout layers to up-sample the data, as illustrated in figure 8.
The network down-samples and up-samples the data evenly
by a factor of 2, specifying the stride equal to 2. Finally, a
1D transposed convolution and regression output layers are
included to get the output of the same size as the input. Then,
the network is trained with the Adam solver for 17 iterations
per epoch. A total number of 2550 iterations corresponding
to 150 epochs are required to finish the training process. The
validation data are used to validate the network. The variation
of training loss and validation loss to the number of iterations

and the epochs are illustrated by the red and dashed blue lines,
respectively, in figure 9.

After training the deep learning model, the objective is to
detect the anomaly in the PZT sensor. Towards that, the MAE
between the input sequence and the reconstructed sequence is
considered damage sensitive feature. The data collected from
the damaged PZT by experimenting are provided as input to
the trained deep autoencoder. The MAE is evaluated for each
sequence of the damaged PZT data. One must note that the
size of the damaged datamatrix is 200× 200× 365, i.e. 40 000
(=200× 200) number of time sequences are reconstructed by
the trained autoencoder network and corresponding MAE are
calculated. To compare with the healthy PZT dataset of size
200× 200× 365, the similar steps are repeated. Figures 10(a)
and (b) illustrate the visualisation of the MAEmatrix obtained
by applying the deep autoencoder network on healthy and
damaged states, respectively.

The deep autoencoder network extracts the damage-
sensitive features of the wave interaction with the surface
defect. Further, referring to figure 10(b), the MAE image of
the damaged state shows the impression of the surface defect.
In addition to detecting the defect, the subsequent objective
is to quantify and localise the anomaly in the PZT. Towards
this objective, the MAE images of the healthy and dam-
aged data are considered. Since the experimental measure-
ment of healthy and damaged data are disjoint and measured
independently, it is evident that the 2D wave field images
will have geometrical offset and rotation. The MAE images
will also possess the offset or rotation as they are extracted
from such raw data. A slight offset or rotation can induce
a substantial error in anomaly quantification. Intensity-based

10
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Figure 10. Illustration of the MAE of the autoencoder representation for (a) healthy PZT data and (b) damaged PZT data.

Figure 11. Results of intensity-based image registration. (a) The damaged MAE image (magenta) is overlaid on the healthy MAE image
(green), (b) the aligned reference image, and (c) the aligned MAE image of damaged data.

image registration is employed to address the challenge arising
due to offset. From figure 11(a), it can be observed that the
MAE image of the damaged data is considered a sensed
image (magenta) and the MAE image of healthy data as a
reference image (green) in the intensity-based image regis-
tration. The result of the offset correction is illustrated in
figure 11.

After the registration process is performed, the quantifica-
tion and localisation of the surface anomaly are done by com-
puting PSNR values. The key idea of evaluating the PSNR
value is computing the difference between healthy and dam-
aged MAE images. The MAE image of the damaged state
almost exhibits the MAE image of the healthy state with the
loss of some information at the damaged location. The MAE
images are divided into 400 grids, and the dimension of each
grid is 10pixels × 10 pixels (0.5 mm× 0.5 mm) as shown in

figure 12(b). The PSNR is computed between the healthy and
damagedMAE images on each grid. As discussed in section 5,
the PSNR value will be maximum for similar grids. The com-
putation of PSNR values in dB by considering the grids is illus-
trated in figure 12(a).

Referring to figure 12(a), the PSNR values suddenly abate
for the grid numbers 235, 254, 255, 256, 274 and 275.
These grids are identified on the MAE image of the dam-
aged state, which conforms to the location of the defect,
as illustrated in figure 12(c). The size of these anomalous
six grids is quantified as 1.5 mm2 (=6× 0.5 mm× 0.5 mm).
The original size of the surface defect is approximately
1.56 mm2 (=1.2 mm× 1.3 mm). Therefore, the proposed
algorithm is accurate for the detection, localisation and quanti-
fication of the surface anomaly on PZT sensors with an accur-
acy of about 96%.
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Figure 12. (a) The plot of PSNR values in dB to the grid number, (b) an illustration of the grids used on the MAE image of the healthy
state, and (c) identification of anomalous grids on the MAE image of the damaged state.

7. Conclusion

The autoencoder NN is a data-driven deep learning tech-
nique that learns the crucial features from healthy data. The
unique learning ability of the autoencoder NN is leveraged
to extract the damage-sensitive features from the data. The
novel experimental technique based on Coulomb coupling is
employed to visualise the spatial–temporal evolution of the
ultrasonic waves in the PZT sensor. The received sequential
temporal signals of the excited ultrasonic wave in the PZT

are considered for detecting and quantifying the surface defect
in the PZT. The autoencoder provides an input–output deep
learning model for the interaction of waves with complex geo-
metries. The MAE between the input signal and reconstruc-
ted signal by the autoencoder NN is sensitive to defect and is
considered for quantification and localisation. Further, PSNR
is computed between the MAE images of healthy and dam-
aged datasets to localise the anomaly. The proposed robust
algorithm manifests good accuracy in detecting and quanti-
fying the anomaly with an accuracy of about 96%. Albeit, the
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proposed framework being implemented on full-field transient
signals of healthy and damaged states has still poised itself to
perform satisfactorily in situations of data sparsity and without
healthy state data that needs further investigation.
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